TO:

Interested Parties

FROM:

The Lincoln Club of Orange County

DATE:

February 21, 2022

SUBJECT:

Strategic Update: New Poll Shows Pat Bates Leading The Race For
Orange County Supervisor, District 5

Introduction
We are pleased to report the Lincoln Club has helped the Bates campaign raise over $200,000 in just over a week
from her formal announcement.
As the race for Orange County District 5 evolves, Pat Bates grows in strength. Now with her significant polling
advantage, early fundraising momentum and track record of delivering on issues voters care about, Bates offers
the best opportunity to hold onto this important seat and ensure Republicans maintain their 3-2 majority.
Evaluating The Field
The Lincoln Club took a methodical approach to evaluating the candidates and what it would take to win. Looking
at the race in context, Pat Bates is the only candidate with a clear path forward both in her ability to unite the
donor community and the strength of messages in her favor. Pat Bates knows the job. She is well liked and well
respected which translates to high approval ratings and brand awareness.
Conversely, Bates’ Republican opponent, Diane Harkey, is carrying perceived negatives from public scandals.
Harkey’s ballot performance from three different polls demonstrates that she is in a remarkably weak position
when confronted with these negatives and will lose to Katrina Foley in a head to head stack up.
This has already played out in the 2018 cycle when Democrats picked up a long-held GOP House seat through
negative ad tracks that underscored Harkey’s scandals. First, in an attempt to prop up Harkey and face their
preferred candidate, the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee meddled in the primary to avoid a runoff against a stronger Republican candidate. In their words: “Diane Harkey is a general election nightmare for
Republicans.”
The presence of a candidate marred by controversy will impact Republicans up and down the ballot in the pivotal
2022 midterms to win back the House.
The scandals have already shut down Harkey’s ability to raise new money indicated by her weak fundraising
position starting the race.
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Polling
A survey among Orange County District 5 likely primary election voters conducted on behalf of the Bates
campaign this month shows Bates leads in both name ID and in approval ratings.
The initial ballot test shows Bates wins a three-way match against Harkey and Foley; Bates comfortably
overtakes Harkey.

Ballot Test – three way match
Pat Bates: 22%
Katrina Foley: 17.3%
Diane Harkey: 12%
Unsure: 48.7%
Ballot Test – two way match – Bates beats Foley
Pat Bates: 27.3%
Katrina Foley: 20.7%
Unsure: 52%
Ballot Test – two way match – Harkey loses to Foley
Katrina Foley: 30.3%
Diane Harkey: 20.7%
Unsure: 49%

Harkey begins the race underwater and loses to Foley in a head to head ballot test. Harkey is clearly vulnerable
and in a precarious position. The poll tested a battery of highly effective negative messages against Harkey that
ultimately derails her campaign.

Bottom Line
Senator Pat Bates entered the race and united the donor community.
Assuming Bates engages in a robust, well-funded messaging campaign she is positioned to win this seat and
protect the GOP firewall on the Board of Supervisors.
Soon the race will be effectively over as the donor community and activists continue to coalesce around Bates.
The other Republican candidates will not be able to outgrow Bates on the ballot given her starting position and
spending advantage.
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RESEARCH RESULTS MEMO
To:

Interested Parties

From:

Adam Probolsky
Probolsky Research

Date:

February 18, 2022

Subject:

Orange County Supervisorial District 5 - Voter Survey

Key Findings
Pat Bates is the best-known candidate and has the highest favorable rating. Harkey’s unfavorables are the highest
and outweigh her positive name recognition.
Bates wins in a three-way match against Harkey and Foley

Bates wins in a two-way match against Foley

Harkey Loses to Foley
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RESEARCH RESULTS MEMO
Harkey’s Negatives Will Sink Her Campaign
While serving in the state legislature, Diane Harkey’s paycheck was garnished
to pay back a $12 million judgment against her company for defrauding
investors.
Makes 69% of voters less likely to vote for Harkey.
Diane Harkey’s husband was convicted of a Ponzi scheme that defrauded
elderly investors of millions of dollars.
Makes 68% of voters less likely to vote for Harkey.

Diane Harkey told friends she went through a “fake divorce” so she could
shield her assets from lawsuits filed against her company.
Makes 63% of voters less likely to vote for Harkey.

Diane Harkey voted against holding offshore drillers accountable for
environmental damage and she refused to vote against drilling off the Orange
County Cost three times.
Makes 53% of voters less likely to vote for Harkey.

Methodology
From February 10 to 16, 2022, Probolsky Research conducted a telephone and online survey among Orange County District 5
Likely Primary Election voters. The original sample was compiled by the Orange County Registrar of Voters.
A total of 300 likely Primary Election voters were surveyed (100 by telephone and 200 online). A survey of this size yields a
margin of error of +/-5.8%, with a confidence level of 95%. Interviews were conducted with live U.S.-based interviewers by phone
(33%) and online survey methods (67%). Phone participants were interviewed through landline (36%) and mobile (64%) calls.
Online participants were invited by email (50%) and text message (50%) to access the survey by computer, tablet, or smart
phone. Respondents in all modes chose their preferred language, English (94%) and Spanish (6%).
Probolsky Research is a woman and Latina-owned market and opinion research firm with corporate, election, government, nonprofit, and special interest clients.
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THE WHITE PAPER
Diane Harkey - Candidate for Supervisor
Democrats have the goods on Harkey
“Diane Harkey is a general election nightmare for Republicans” – that is the
first line in the opposition research report on Diane Harkey at the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee. The DCCC used their research on Harkey is destroy her campaign for Congress in 2018.
Read the full Report here: https://dccc.org/case-diane-harkey/

Lawsuit alleges that Diane Harkey “used hundreds of
thousands of investors plaintiffs’ monies, through and/or
via her husband, for her personal and campaign uses.”
https://www.ocregister.com/2009/03/17/assemblywomans-rise-tied-to-troubled-lending-firm/

Harkey lied about involvement in husband’s business
https://timesofsandiego.com/opinion/2018/09/29/the-truth-about-diane-harkey-and-her-former-husbands-bankruptcy/

Harkey’s Assembly wages garnished
https://voiceofoc.org/2014/08/assemblywoman-likely-to-see-wages-garnished/

